Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Research indicated that 90% of interventional radiologists believe that reachability of the lesion is challenged by target movement due to breathing of the patient \[[@CR1]\]. Moreover, it is indicated that liver and rib motion due to breathing is one of the factors that contribute to unwanted needle deflection upon insertion. During radiofrequency ablations of liver tumors, needle deflection of several mm is encountered \[[@CR2]\], thereby increasing the total targeting error. These studies indicate the importance of including proper liver and rib motion in a liver phantom for needle-based interventions.

Current developments in medical robotics and novel instrument design have increased the demand for physical validation setups. For example, Van de Berg et al. \[[@CR3]\] presented a manually steerable needle to be used in interventional radiology and studied its endpoint accuracy in homogeneous gelatin phantom blocks. Preferably, these prototypes would be tested in vivo, i.e., in human patients. However, due to safety and ethical reasons, this is not a feasible option. Therefore, realistic alternatives are needed, such as tissue-mimicking phantoms that are able to mimic the heterogeneous features of real tissue.

The importance of certain phantom requirements depends on its specific application area, as emphasized by an extensive review on tissue-mimicking materials by Li et al. \[[@CR4]\]. In the present study, we focus on the development of a liver phantom for needle-based interventions. For this specific case, it requires: (1) a phantom material with matching *needle*--*tissue interaction forces* and feasibility to be used with *ultrasound,* (2) an *anthropomorphic* phantom shape and (3) liver and rib *motion* subject to respiration of the patient.

The aforementioned phantom requirements have been studied to a greater or lesser extent. Recent studies indicate the suitability of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), a polymer that forms molecular cross-links upon freezing and thawing, in matching the needle--tissue interaction forces of human liver \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. This material resembles the heterogenic structure of real tissue, in contrary to many other homogeneous base materials, such as gelatin \[[@CR7]\], PVC \[[@CR8]\] and agarose \[[@CR9]\]. In addition, PVA has good ultrasound-mimicking properties, as shown by several studies, e.g., \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\].

Other research mimicked the anthropomorphic shape of the liver. For example, Rethy et al. \[[@CR12]\] developed a multimodal permanent liver phantom displaying functional vasculature and pathologies, by wax and silicone molding of a donated human liver. In addition, Efthymios et al. \[[@CR13]\] presented anatomically realistic ultrasound phantoms based on patient scans, by pouring gel wax in 3D-printed molds.

The third requirement, liver and rib motion due to breathing of the patient, is studied to lesser extent. During breathing, the liver moves not only with respect to the static world, but also with respect to ribs and skin. Several attempts have been made to include this motion in a liver phantom. The first one dates back to 1968 and was described by Stewart et al. \[[@CR14]\]. This basic phantom, made from a plastic container and paraffin, simulates breathing by applying longitudinal travel with an amplitude of 3 cm. Cleary et al. \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\] developed a liver respiratory motion simulator, by connecting a human torso and liver model to a linear motion platform at the base of the torso's right abdomen. In addition, a recent paper by Naghibi et al. \[[@CR17]\] presented the development of a soft robotic phantom to simulate the dynamic respirator motion of human liver, thereby focusing on MR compatibility. They used pneumatic soft actuators to generate motion patterns resembling those described in the literature \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\]. However, none of these phantoms include a combination of liver and rib motion, and they were not tested for corresponding needle deflection upon insertion.

In short, with the increasing demand for realistic phantoms for needle-based interventions, several studies have been performed. However, there are no phantoms available that fulfill all of the aforementioned requirements in a single setup. Therefore, the goal of the current study is designing and validating an anthropomorphic PVA liver phantom with respiratory motion that can be used for needle-based interventions.

Approach {#Sec2}
========

Four steps were defined in the research process that are illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. First, we semiautomatically segmented the liver and rib cage of four patients using CT images during inspiration and expiration. Second, we quantified the liver and rib motion by calculating motion vectors. In addition, we estimated the error of patient movement during the two respiratory phases. Third, we designed the liver phantom, rib cage and actuation system, divided into structural elements and actuation. Finally, we performed experiments with an electromagnetic tracking system to track the liver phantom's motion and needle bending. Liver phantom's motion was validated with the data from the CT images, whereas needle bending was compared with data that have been described in the previous literature \[[@CR2]\].Fig. 1Process of the liver phantom design divided into four parts. **a** Segmentation of livers and ribs of the CT scans of five patients during inspiration and expiration. Resulting STL models were post-processed in MeshLab. **b** Motion analysis of the livers, ribs and an error estimation of patient movement during image acquisition. Blue = expiration, purple = inspiration. **c** The structural components of the phantom model, consisting of PVA liver phantom and 3D-printed ribs. **d** Actuation of the liver phantom using a motion stage

Methods {#Sec3}
=======

Liver and rib cage segmentation {#Sec4}
-------------------------------

The study population included patients that underwent computed tomographic (CT) angiography in both inspiration and expiration and were suspected to have mesenteric ischemia because of arcuate ligament syndrome. Patient data were retrospectively acquired from the hospital information system and Picture Archiving Communication System. The total dataset consisted of 40 patients, of which four were included in the analysis, because their scans contained the total liver volume and rib cage during inspiration and expiration. The data were processed and stored anonymously. The medical research ethics committee of the Erasmus University MC approved that the Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act did not apply to this study and that no informed consent was required according to the local directives for retrospective studies (MEC-2016-241).

Semiautomatic segmentation of the livers and ribs, illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, was done with 3D slicer 4.8.1 \[[@CR20]\] (<http://www.slicer.org>), using the following segment editor modules. "Draw" and "paint" were used for the manual part of the segmentation, and "Grow from seeds" was used for the automatic part. The last module applies a fast region growing method, in which final segment boundaries are placed where its master volume changes brightness abruptly, as described in \[[@CR21]\]. This method turned out to be suitable for the rib cage, as brightness differences with the surroundings are high. However, in case of the livers, additional smoothing was required.

The resulting models were stored as .stl files and loaded into MeshLab, an open source system for processing and editing 3D triangular meshes \[[@CR22]\]. Several simplification, smoothing and re-meshing steps were performed. First, the models were cleaned by removing unreferenced and non-manifold vertices. Second, the Screened Poisson Surface reconstruction was completed to create a closed surface. Then, the models were simplified to 50,000 faces with MeshLab's Quadric Edge Collapse Decimation, resulting in significant smaller file sizes (from \~ 42 to 2.5 mb) without losing their original shape. Next, Laplacian smoothing was performed, which calculates for each vertex the average position with the nearest vertex. Finally, iso-parameterization was executed for the liver models, as described by Pietroni et al. \[[@CR23]\] (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), to re-mesh the surfaces to almost regular triangulation with minimal distortion. The resulting files are *Open Access* and can be found online at \[[@CR24]\]. The livers measured on average 198 mm in left--right (range: 180--223 mm), 160 mm in posterior-anterior (range: 119--200 mm) and 161 mm in cranio-caudal (range: 142--178 mm) view.Fig. 2Post-processing of the STL models in MeshLab. The irregular triangulation pattern was iso-parameterized to an almost regular triangulation using \[[@CR21]\]

Liver and rib cage motion analysis {#Sec5}
----------------------------------

### Liver and rib motion {#Sec6}

Liver movement was quantified in terms of translational motion, which we defined as the difference between the centers of mass during inspiration and expiration, thereby assuming uniform density of the liver tissue. In addition, rib motion was quantified by calculating the differences between inspiration and expiration at the transition point between bone and cartilage of the seventh rib.

To perform the analysis, the .stl files of the livers and ribs were loaded into MATLAB 2017b (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States). The iso-parameterization, described in the previous segmentation section, allowed for the calculation of the center of mass to quantify liver motion, as the distances between vertices are equally spaced. The following formula was used to compute the center:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Error estimation patient movement {#Sec7}

An error estimation of patient movement during the inspiration and expiration phase was performed. This gives an estimate of the error in the quantification of liver and rib motion. We calculated the centroid of the ninth thoracic vertebras and compared the position in 3D space during both respiratory phases. Errors were given as the mean difference between the two states and standard deviation for the four patients.

Liver phantom design {#Sec8}
--------------------

The developed phantom is a real size, anthropomorphic liver phantom made of PVA and consists of structural components of the liver itself and its actuation. The structural elements of the phantom are shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c, whereas its actuation is depicted in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d. A video of the phantom can be found online as electronic supplementary material.

### Structural elements {#Sec9}

The structural elements of the liver phantom consisted of a PVA liver, a support PVA abdominal cavity, a rib cage phantom and a skin phantom made of a 2.5-mm layer of silicone (Ecoflex 00-30, Smooth-on Inc., Macungie, Texas, USA). The PVA liver (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c, left) was made by pour-molding PVA in a 3D-printed liver mold. This mold was created from the negative imprint of the computer liver model and 3D printed in polylactic acid (PLA) with 0.25 mm printing resolution. Subsequently, it was filled with 5% w/w PVA-to-water (Selvol PVOH165, Sekisui Chemical Group, NJ, USA), undergoing two freeze--thaw cycles for 72 h each at a temperature of around − 18 °C. The abdominal cavity phantom was also made of PVA (4% w/w PVA-to-water, two freeze--thaw cycles, 72 h each) and used to support the PVA liver. It was made by filling a box with PVA and used a 3D-printed liver as negative shape, which was removed after curing of the PVA. The concentrations for the PVA liver and abdominal cavity phantom were chosen based on previous research. This study characterized the needle--tissue interaction forces in healthy human liver and PVA phantoms in terms of magnitude of the needle insertion forces, number of force peaks and friction along the needle shaft \[[@CR6]\]. We chose a higher concentration for the PVA liver (5% w/w) as compared to the abdominal cavity phantom (4% w/w) to simulate the stiffness of diseased liver tissue as compared to its less stiff, healthy abdominal surroundings. All PVA components were colored with food color.

The phantom ribs were 3D printed using two materials. The bony structures of the ribs and rib cage were printed using rigid PLA (MakerPoint, Digital Fabrication Center, the Netherlands), whereas the cartilage was printed with FLEX45, a flexible material (MakerPoint, Digital Fabrication Center, the Netherlands), to allow for compliant motion. These parts were glued together (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c, right). An Ultimaker 3 (Ultimaker B.V., Geldermalsen, the Netherlands) was used for all 3D prints.

### Actuation {#Sec10}

The phantom liver was actuated by an EGSL-BS-35-50-8P mini-motion stage, with a maximal travel distance of 50 mm and minimum and maximum sliding velocities of 0.13 mm/s and 350 mm/s, respectively (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d). It was powered by a EMMS-ST-28-L-SE stepper motor without brake. The stepper motor was controlled by a CMMS-ST-C8-7-G2 motor controller (all components from Festo BV, Delft, the Netherlands), which, in turn, was directed by a LabJack T7 (LabJack Corporation, Lakewood, USA).

Motion validation of the liver phantom {#Sec11}
--------------------------------------

The liver phantom motion was mimicked using the data of one patient. The generated motion pattern was a sinusoid (frequency: 12 Hz, position controlled), based on the measured liver displacement during breathing. A close-up of the linear stage is given in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The direction of breathing motion is adjustable by setting two angles of rotation. By tuning the motion stage around the left--right axis (axis 1) and the forward--backward axis (axis 2), the direction of the motion vector can be set as desired, based on the calculated position of the centers of the liver on the CT scans of a specific patient. The direction and amplitude of the motion vector were based on the results of the liver and rib cage motion analysis of the four patients and are therefore given in Results section. Motion was applied directly to the superior part of the PVA liver.Fig. 3Adjustable direction of the linear stage to simulate breathing motion: **a** top view, indicating the left--right axis (axis 1) and forward--backward axis (axis 2) and **b** side view

Motion of the liver phantom was validated using NDI Aurora's Tabletop Field Generator (Northern Digital Inc, Ontario, Canada). This system generates an electromagnetic field in which sensors can be tracked real time in 3D space. Standard 0.8 mm Aurora 5DOF sensors were used (Part Number: NDI 610090). In total, three sensors were placed inside the PVA liver, and one on the rib cage (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). One reference sensor was placed on the moving part of the linear stage. First, the noise levels were measured for 10 s with the motor switched on and off. Second, the phantom liver was actuated by the stage for 60 s, while capturing the motion of the different sensors. Then, noise levels were again measured for 10 s. This was repeated three times. Noise levels were expressed as a combined standard uncertainty, calculated by taking the root sum of the squares of the standard deviations of the measured positions of the reference sensor in 3D space.Fig. 4Sensors 1--3 were placed inside the PVA liver. Sensor 4 was placed on the transition between bone and cartilage of the seventh rib. A reference sensor was placed on the moving part of the linear stage

In addition to the validation of system's motion itself, the deflection of a cool-tip ablation needle (17Gauge Cool-tip RF ablation system E, Medtronic, Minneapolis, USA) was measured for 60 s by inserting the needle approximately 10 cm into phantom between the eighth and ninth rib. The needle was inserted in expiration phase, i.e., in the initial position of the stage without motion. It had three sensors on it: one at the entry point of the liver phantom, one at the needle tip and one halfway the insertion (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The sensors were fixed onto the needle with isolation tape. Again, a reference sensor was placed on the moving part of the linear stage. Needle deflection was defined by calculating the point-to-line distance, with the point being the position of sensor 2 and the line being interpolated from the positions of sensors 1 and 3.Fig. 5Three sensors were placed on the ablation needle to quantify deflection (upper part). A reference sensor was placed on the moving part of the linear stage. The needle was inserted between the eighth and ninth rib (lower part)

Needle visibility: ultrasound {#Sec12}
-----------------------------

The liver phantom was checked for needle visibility by inserting the cool-tip ablation needle between the seventh and eighth rib under ultrasound imaging. An iU22 Ultrasound Machine (Philips Medical Systems International B.V., Best, the Netherlands) was used in combination with a C5-1 transducer, which is commonly used in abdominal and interventional procedures. The probe was placed on the right upper quadrant of the abdomen, left of and right under the rib cage. Coupling gel was applied between the skin and abdominal phantom, and the skin and ultrasound probe. The insertion angle with respect to the ultrasound probe was approximately 30° and 45°. The needle was captured in-plane.

Results {#Sec13}
=======

Liver and rib cage motion analysis {#Sec14}
----------------------------------

### Liver and rib motion {#Sec15}

The results of the motion analysis can be seen in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. This figure shows the movement of the livers subjected to breathing from expiration toward inspiration in all directions, being: left--right (X), posterior-anterior (Y) and cranio-caudal (Z). From the state of expiration to inspiration, the centroids of the livers moved predominantly toward the right (mean: 2 mm, range: − 11 to 11 mm), anterior (mean: 15 mm, range: 9--21 mm) and caudal (mean: 16 mm, range: 6--24 mm) direction. Note that during inspiration the liver can move to either left or right, depending on the patient. The mean total stroke was 22 mm (range: 11--33 mm).Fig. 6Motion patterns of the liver from expiration to inspiration (*n* = 4). Translational motion is predominantly toward the right (2 mm), anterior (15 mm) and caudal (16 mm) direction

The seventh rib of the patients moved also predominantly toward the right (mean: 14 mm, range: 7--21 mm), anterior (mean: 7 mm, range: − 3 to 18 mm) and caudal (mean: 1 mm, range: − 11 to 10 mm) direction. Although the direction of rib motion coincides with liver motion, its magnitude differs. The mean total stroke was 20 mm (range: 14--30 mm).

### Error estimation patient movement {#Sec16}

The ninth vertebra of the patients moved predominantly to the right (mean: 0.5 mm, range: − 0.6 to 2.1 mm), anterior (mean: 1.5 mm, range: − 0.3 to 2.8 mm) and caudal direction (mean: 0.2 mm, range: − 0.8 to 0.1 mm) from the state of expiration to inspiration. Total movement of the individual vertebras during breathing was on average 1.6 mm, with a minimum of 0.4 mm and a maximum of 2.8 mm.

Motion validation of the liver phantom {#Sec17}
--------------------------------------

The motion vector and anthropomorphics of the patient indicated with the purple arrow in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} were chosen as an input for the liver phantom. We chose this patient as it has the largest total stroke toward the right (total stroke: 31 mm, right: 11 mm, anterior: 17 mm, caudal: 24 mm). Based on the signal from the reference sensor, the combined standard uncertainty was 0.10 mm with the motor of the linear stage turned on, and 0.07 mm with the motor turned off. There is more electromagnetic interference when the linear stage was turned on. We did not subtract these noise levels from the final measurements, as they are negligibly small.

Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of the motion validation of the liver phantom for the three sensors on the PVA liver and the reference sensor on top of the stage. The amplitude and direction of the reference sensor are comparable to the imposed motion vector from the CT scans (green dotted line). The direction for all PVA liver sensors (S1 to S3) is comparable to the imposed motion vector, whereas the amplitude decreases for S2 and S3 compared to the real situation. This resulted in larger deformation of the PVA liver than the patient's liver, probably caused by the limited space between the caudal end of the PVA liver and the plastic end plate.Fig. 7Liver and rib phantom movement during expiration and inspiration (three trials of 12 Hz for 60 s)

Corresponding rib motion in the patient had a total stroke of 30 mm (right: 21 mm, anterior: 18 mm, caudal: 9 mm). Compliant rib motion phantom can be seen in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}-S4 (ribs). It has a circular pattern and a total stroke of 13 mm (right: 8 mm, anterior: 10 mm, cranio: 3 mm). This means that the movement of the ribs in right--left and anterior--posterior directions corresponds with the real situation as opposed to cranio-caudal direction.

Needle deflection from the state of expiration to inspiration is shown in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}. Upon insertion, i.e., the state of expiration, mean needle deflection (*δ*) was 1.6 mm, whereas the mean deflection increased to 3.8 mm during inspiration. The sensors did not change position with respect to the needle itself during the measurements, as there was almost no difference within the expiration and inspiration positions during the 60-s trial (standard deviations ranging from 0.1 to 0.7 mm).Fig. 8Ablation needle movement during expiration and inspiration state of the liver phantom (measured at 12 Hz for 60 s). *δ* = Needle deflection

Needle visibility: ultrasound {#Sec18}
-----------------------------

Figure [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows the result of the needle visibility validation. The needle shaft and the needle tip can be identified on the ultrasound picture (in-plane).Fig. 9Ultrasound image of the liver phantom indicating needle shaft (blue arrow) and needle tip (green arrow) (gain = 23)

Discussion {#Sec19}
==========

This study presents a design and validation of a liver phantom to be used for needle-based interventions. We fabricated a heterogeneous, ultrasound compatible phantom material, PVA, based on CT image segmentations of a real patient, and we simulated breathing motion. We validated the phantom motion of one patient by using an electromagnetic tracking system and compared the results with the CT images. In addition, we compared needle deflection in the phantom with those found in thermal ablation procedures of liver tumors, as previously described in the literature \[[@CR2]\].

This research studied the motion of the liver and rib cage subjected to respiration as observed in four patients, by comparing the liver centroids during inspiration and expiration. All patients' livers moved to caudal and anterior direction from the state of expiration to inspiration. However, for different patients they moved to either left or right. These results are in agreement with those obtained by Tsai et al. \[[@CR25]\]. Presumably, this is caused by a difference in breathing type of the patients: diaphragmatic or chest.

The mean total liver stroke, based on the CT scans of the patients that were included in our study, was found to be 22 mm. Previous studies on liver motion show a total stroke ranging from a couple of mm up to a couple of cm (e.g., \[[@CR25]--[@CR30]\]). Our results are within this range, despite being on the higher end of the spectrum. This might be explained by the fact that the patients in our study were specifically asked to perform deep inspiration and maximum expiration, causing larger displacements than during ordinary breathing. As our liver phantom allows for adjustments of its motion vector, in terms of magnitude and direction, we do not foresee any problems in applying different motion patterns.

The motion stage uses one of the aforementioned motion vectors of patients as an input to simulate breathing in our phantom. For the liver, we found comparable motion patterns in terms of magnitude and direction for the superior parts of the liver, whereas the magnitude decreased for the inferior parts of the liver, i.e., the sensors that were placed further away from the applied motion (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This resulted in an observed deformation several mm bigger than in the corresponding patient. However, this is not particularly surprising given the fact that the PVA-supporting abdomen is mechanically not exactly the same as compared to the real situation in which the abdomen consists of several different organs and tissue types. If the exact same motion is preferred, more research is needed into the mechanical characteristics of the abdominal organs to correctly mimic the abdomen using PVA-based phantoms. Nevertheless, we believe that the current mimicked motion is sufficient for the purpose of novel instrument validation, as the phantom, in addition to the aforementioned similarities, also shows relative motion between the liver and rib cage, which is one of the factors that contribute to needle deflection. Future liver phantoms could include a layer of phantom muscle tissue that presumably has an influence on needle insertion forces and deflection too.

The most important clinically relevant finding of this research concerns the comparison between needle deflection in our phantom and the real situation. Unwanted bending of the needle upon insertion is a problem in interventional radiology and complicates precise placement \[[@CR1]\]. We compared the needle deflection with the deflection quantified using CT scans of in vivo procedures of tumor ablations, reported in \[[@CR2]\]. Bending was defined in the same manner as in the present study and ranged from 0 to 7 mm, which is in the same order of magnitude as observed in our liver phantom.

Although it is possible to make patient-specific phantoms with the current methods, the PVA phantom production is time-consuming. Several freeze--thaw cycles are needed to reach the desired amount of heterogeneity for it to be comparable to real tissue. Future developments in 3D printing of soft materials might overcome this limitation. For instance, Tan et al. \[[@CR31]\] studied super-soft 3D-printed hydrogels, matching the stiffness of brain and lung tissue.

We emphasize three advantages of a tissue-mimicking material such as PVA, over the use of biological tissue. In general, tissue-mimicking materials (1) are durable, (2) are tunable and (3) can easily be used without violating ethical and regulatory guidelines. Tunability is especially important in case of future additional features of liver phantoms, such as mimicking diseased tissue and including target lesions. The third advantage is crucial for testing early prototypes of medical instruments developed by technical research groups, who often do not have easy access to an experimental laboratory with a permit to handle biological tissue.

Besides its purpose as a validation setup for novel needles, our liver phantom has the potential to be used as a trainings tool for interventional radiologists. In that specific case, we propose further research by performing user experience tests and extensive ultrasound compatibility experiments. Although we did not focus on the exact match between ultrasound of real livers and our phantom, we highlighted (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}) that all important structures are visible, which is sufficient for novel instrument validation. Ultrasound imaging of the phantom could, e.g., be improved by applying coupling gel between the PVA liver, PVA abdomen and the silicone skin phantom and by the addition of glass beads to induce more realistic acoustic backscattering \[[@CR32]\].

As a final note, the gathered motion data of this research cannot only be used for designing physical liver phantoms, but are applicable for a broader scope, for example for the development of virtual simulators \[[@CR33]\]. Therefore, the 3D models of the livers and rib cage during inspiration and expiration have been made publicly available \[[@CR24]\].

Conclusion {#Sec20}
==========

In conclusion, the experiments showed that the developed anthropomorphic PVA liver phantom is in general able to simulate respiration-induced motion of liver tissue that can be found in patients. The magnitude of needle deflection in the liver phantom is comparable to real procedures and increases during breathing. The phantom can be used to validate novel instruments and/or robotic systems for needle-based interventions.

Electronic supplementary material
=================================

 {#Sec21}

Below is the link to the electronic supplementary material. Supplementary material 1 (WMV 17603 kb)
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